UVa Northern Virginia Center
Wireless Network
Summer 2013

All University of Virginia students and faculty have access to the wireless network. All registered University of Virginia students may use wireless at no charge.

Access to the UVA wireless network is basically the same as accessing any other public wireless network, but you will be required to enter an access code using your Web browser.

The instructions for accessing the UVA wireless network are as follows:

1. Connect to UVA_WLAN using your laptop’s wireless card. This will be done slightly differently depending on the laptop, operating system, and wireless network card, so you may need to reference your laptop’s or wireless card’s documentation if you are not familiar with this process. You should open up the application that controls your wireless card and select the option that will allow you to view all available wireless networks. In the list you will see UVA_WLAN. Select UVA_WLAN and click on the “Connect” button. Note: Do not connect to VT_WLAN. VT_WLAN is Virginia Tech’s wireless network and the below access code will not work on it.

2. Open your Web browser (i.e. Internet Explorer or Firefox)

3. You will see the UVa Web page that has a logon screen. Log on using the access code below.

4. You will be directed to the UVa SCPS home page when you logon successfully. From there you can access the Internet as you normally would using whatever applications you normally use on the Internet.

Access code is: apple213

The code will expire at the end of the semester.

All students are expected to abide by the University of Virginia’s responsible computing policy. For more information please refer to: http://itc.virginia.edu/pubs/docs/RespComp/rhandbook.html